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ABSTRACT

According to city public transit problem characteristic, the main body of a paper has been submitted and has worked out one kind of based on the Internet of things frame Intelligent transportation system. That system collects data by vehicle terminal and uploads data to the server through the network and makes data visible to the consumer passing an algorithm in the server. One aspect, the consumer may inquire about public transit vehicle information by Web. On another aspect, the consumer can know public transit vehicle information by station terminal. The experiments have tested that the Intelligent transportation system can offer public transit vehicle information to many consumers with convenient way thereby this system can solve the city mass transit problem.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Backgrounds

With the development of our country’s national economy, the course of urbanization being accelerated, the prompt increase of vehicle, communications construction are insufficient in the city, urban traffic imbalance between supply and demand is gradually strained. City traffic problem has already become a nowadays first problem facing. In order to resolve this problem, the government should firstly improve business efficiency and the Intelligent transportation system quality.

Intelligent traffic study is one way to solve the problem of city traffic. Advanced city mass transit system can help urban resident to gain dynamic data and static state traffic information effectively. Mass transit has much merit such as large carrying capacity, high delivery efficiency, low energy consumption and low transportation costs. Therefore it is a very important function to make the city informatization.

Information technology develops vastly on the nowdays, a new concept comes out and develops—the Internet of things. In the past decade, there were various techniques and algorithms developed the Intelligent Traffic System by using AVL and APC data [1]. These methods can be categorized as: artificial neural network (ANN) or support vector machine (SVM), Non-parametric regression model (NPR) and Kalman filter model [2]. SVM is the most specific type of learning algorithm to use the Intelligent Traffic System now, because the accuracy of this algorithm is better than others. However, many researchers can not realize the algorithms on the Intelligent Traffic System based on the Internet of things.

In the future, the Internet of things will be more popular on the intelligent transportation system. The Internet of things has provided a very fine platform for intelligent traffic studies, it exchanges public transit vehicle information by the network and without people’s disturbance, thereby the information of the public transit vehicle become especially intelligence.

1.2. Contributions

Nowadays, people like researching information on the internet. In order to help people to know more information about the transportation, we have structured based on the Internet of things frame intelligent transportation system. This system can transfer current public transit vehicle location information to the server by computer internet. Vehicle location information can be demonstrated on Web by a kind of algorithm, at the same time the server calculates the arriving information and send it to station terminal through internet. Residents can know public transit vehicle information in two ways: people can inquire about public transit vehicle information on the internet, people also can see arriving information in station during peak periods. Once people know more information about the vehicle location, they can choose more ways to achieve the destination. This scheme has
provided the new train of thought to resolve problem of city mass transit effectively.

2. System Frames and System Patterns

2.1. System Frames

As is shown in Figure 1. Based on the Internet of things frame intelligent transportation system is composed of four major parts: The network server, database module, data transmission module, moving terminal [1].

The network server part faces to customer group, this part is used for collecting new data and shows out in the website form [3]. The database module is used for classifying and saving the different information in the database. The database module can build a firm and safe bridge between server and vehicle terminal [4].

On one hand, the data transmission module can be used for sending new information to database which the new information come from vehicle terminal, on another aspect the data transmission module can pick up some data from the database to send them to station terminal which can show these data to people.

The moving terminal part includes the embedded device centering on PXA310, the GPRS module and the GPS module. The embedded device is used for collecting public transit vehicle information mainly and send the data to database by the GPRS module and the GPS module; And, the real time field, connecting the database and extract some data from database by the network. So the moving terminal includes two parts—the vehicle terminal and the station terminal.

GPRS module effect is connecting a server mainly, uploads the data in the database for waiting for call or abstract data from the database provide to the moving terminal. GPS module collects present data such as longitude, latitude, time and speed. As is shown in Figure 1, PXA310 embedded device in the moving terminal play an administration information and sequence managing role. In order to decrease the costing and development’s time, the sever mainly manages and calculate the information.

2.2. System Pattern

According to reality working process of the intelligent transportation system system, the system frame which shows in the Figure 1 divides several the following stages:

Firstly, the GPRS module and the GPS module is initialized by the vehicle terminal. The GPS module collects some data such as longitude and latitude, time, speed and then the information is saved into the vehicle terminal’s data storage waiting for GPRS module uploading them to the database.

Secondly, the GPRS module dispatches AT order and connects with the data transmission module fixing IP address. After building TCP passage, the data transmission module sends data to the database waiting for the next ordering.

Thirdly, the Web page display module abstracts the data information from the database, and then the Java Script module calculates and exploits these data. The customer exposition part shows these data to customers by transferring Java Script module [5]. The customer exposition part can make customers clearly search the information which they want to know.

At the same time the Web page display module sends data (public transit vehicle and platform distance data) which is calculated to the database waiting for the platform terminal using. The platform terminal links up again by TCP, abstracts and demonstrates the data from the database [6].

Figure 1. General system frame.
3. Public Transit System Software Platform

Ingredient

As is shown in Figure 2 public transit software frame.

3.1. Vehicle Terminal

There are five parts in the vehicle terminal: terminal serial communication part, GPRS network link part, GPS data collect and data draw part, GPS information dispatch part. Technological process includes following steps:

At first the terminal serial communication part opens and deploys GPS and GPRS module to realize follow-up information collecting and transferring job. In order to build network data transmission passage, the vehicle terminal dispatches AT order to connect the GPRS network by SIM card and the GPRS module. And then the GPS module collects data (longitude and latitude information, current speed, UTC time) extract effective data and saves them in the vehicle terminal. Finally, the GPS information is sent to the server through the GPRS network waiting for the next calculating treatment and reliable memory.

The public transit system platform vehicle terminal adopts the multi-thread pattern to manage data for ensuring real time transmission information. Namely vehicle terminal collects current longitude, latitude, speed and UTC time information by the GPS module, at the same time the GPRS module uploads these pertinent information. For achieving public transit system platform real time display vehicle information’s purpose, vehicle terminal have adopt the multi-thread treatment data pattern with the Linux system. The GPRS is not able to occupy the resource while GPS collects information, at the same time the GPS module is not able to occupy the resource while GPRS uploads a data. The multi-thread treatment data pattern makes this two modules simultaneous work, mutually independent. These two modules do not affect mutually. Thereby this kind of manage pattern is satisfied with the demand of public transit system platform to data information real time nature. As is shown in Figure 3 Technological process.

3.2. Data Transmission Module

The data transmission module includes the tripartite function mainly: Building connection element; Receive data and upload element; Dispatching terminal data element [7].

Building connection element is to build a TCP connection passage, and then to monitor whether having equipment to link up or not. If there is some equipment to request linking up, the data transmission module builds a passage. If not, it will wait all time.

After the data transmission module connects to vehicle terminal device, the receive and upload data element mainly receive data (longitude, latitude, UTC time and speed) and upload them to database [8].

Dispatching terminal data element is responsible for abstracting the data from the database and sending to the terminal after the data transmission module connects to station terminal device.

3.3. Databases Module

At present, the database module mainly has three son database: public transit vehicle longitude and latitude information son database, station longitude and latitude information son database and vehicle and station plate distance son database.

As is shown in Figure 4, the station longitude and latitude information database stores concrete public transit station information which includes the station name, station location, station number and vehicle direction. The Web page display module is responsible for processing these data.

The public transit vehicle longitude and latitude information database stores the public transit vehicle longitude and latitude data which come from vehicle terminal module and Web page display module processes these data later. There is everyday correction longitude
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3.4. Server Data Visualization Terminals Design

The server data visualization terminal includes two parts: Web page display module and data collection transfer module. As is shown in Figure 5. And the Figure 6 is the JS software flow chart.

The Web page display module includes customer data display Web page and JS script. The customer data display Web page is used to demonstrate relevance information (bus geographical position, bus station geographical position, and distance between bus and nearest bus station). JS script’s effect is to connect customer data display Web page with Google Maps’ API interface and make some feasible data becoming more nimble.

The data collection transfer is responsible for connecting database module with customer data display Web page and transferring public transit vehicle longitude and latitude information, public transit circuit information and station information, uploading public transit vehicle and the station distance information etc. [9]. During the transfer process, JS script calculates and processes these data and then upload results to the customer data display Web page to show [10].

3.5. Station Terminals

The station terminal mainly includes: the station data receiver part and the data display part.

The station data receiver part extracts relevant data from database, such as distance between bus and nearest bus station information, the bus arrives in station time information and current bus speed etc.; and the data display part realizes information visualization.

4. Intelligent Transportation System Platform Functions Study

4.1. Visualization and Accuracy of Public Transit System

The visualization and accuracy of public transit system embodies in customer data display Web page part. The public transit system adopts two kinds of schemes for this
As is shown in **Figure 7**, before the bus bears off the station 0th, the arithmetic need to match the bus current longitude and latitude coordinate with the station 0th (bjut0) longitude and latitude coordinate. Because actual longitude and latitude coordinate is different from longitude and latitude coordinate of Google Maps labeling and the GPS module acquisition data has some certain inaccuracy. The arithmetic must correct the bus current longitude and latitude coordinate to close to the station 0th (bjut0) longitude and latitude coordinating and uploading the departure to corresponding database. In order to correct bus current longitude and latitude coordinate and realize that bus demonstrates on the map every time, the arithmetic blend bus’s information with the departure after system extracts current bus longitude and latitude data every time. Many times experiment data analysis indicates the above-mentioned coordinate departure happening change only in one day, so the arithmetic can concentrate initialize system. **Figure 7** is the picture without algorithm processing. The bus obviously appears in deflacting the rough 10 meters place of station 0th (bjut0) in...
the picture. **Figure 8** is the picture with algorithm correction of deviation. The bus appears in station 0th (bjut0) and there is correction numerical value in the map below. Observing the effect correcting the front and back can explain that the correcting algorithm is successful which make bus appearing on accurate field in reality [11].

In the process of system operation, GPS module drift will be able to lead to bus being away from actual vehicle orbit, will is more obvious especially during bus cornering. This phenomenon has greatly affected public transit system platform’s visualization.

The visibility correction algorithm can be adopted specifically for four kinds of driving and four corners. The four kinds of driving are: driving from west to east, driving from east to west, driving from north to south, driving from south to north. Four kinds of curved condition are respectively: cornering from west to east, cornering from east to west, cornering from north to south, cornering from south to north. Bus makes judgment according to different driving situation to keep running on the road all the time. Bus also makes judgment according to different cornering situation. When bus drives into the range of cornering (the inflection point as the center and radius of the circular area of 5 meters), the algorithm locks bus at the cornering and forecasts the next situation in advance [12]. As is shown in **Figure 9**, when bus runs away from the actual vehicle orbit, the algorithm can make bus return to orbit. The red circle is the range of cornering judgment [13,14].

4.2. Intelligent Transportation System Platform Personalization

The Intelligent transportation system platform personalization problem is embodied in: when the consumer opens up Web page again, the system can pick up corrected longitude and latitude data from the database. Then the system continues to calculate out bus current location, distance between the bus and the nearest station and arriving time. Thereby the system avoids the demonstration mistake.

5. Conclusions

With the development of intelligent traffic application and technology of the Internet of things, based on the Internet of things frame intelligent transportation system can provide public transit vehicle information for resident and dispatching point [15]. This system will have an effect to improve the traffic resources utilization ratio and make travel much more convenient.

It is the most important to resolve problem about vehicle location information in the Intelligent Transportation System. On one aspect, the resident can inquire about the public transit vehicle’s information in the internet and find out which circuit they want to choose. The system not only economizes waiting time and rise travel efficiency but also provides the technology guarantee for punctually arriving at the destination. On another aspect, public transit controller stand strengthens public transit vehicle controller ability according to public transit vehicle information. The public transit controller stand can depend on public transit vehicle information to dispatch bus during the peak time. When bus appears state of emergency, the system can provide vehicle location information.
and accurate time for rescue workers.

Therefore, based on the Internet of things frame Intelligent transportation system has very big prospect and space on intelligent traffic field.
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